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Collagen fr-Om the human and rabbit dental pulp tissue
WaS∴studied as∴a function of age.　珊e two p靴ameters
Iooked∴at were solubility and the amount of collagen present
as∴COmPared to total protein.　Negligible amoun亡S∴。f’c:Olla-
gen were so|uble in l M NaCI or O.5　N acetic∴aCid.　Pepsin
SOlubi|ized the grea亡est∴amount of the soluble co|1agen.
富he solubility decreased with age in the human samples′　but
there was∴a∴S1ight increase in solubili亡y in the o|der
rabbi七group.　王n both human and rabbit samples, the insoi-
uble residue was typical of relatively∴Pure COllagen∴and
the data suggests. though not conclusively, that∴this
fraction is predominently曹ype　エ　CO11agen..骨here were,
however, Slight differences in　亡he amino acid an猿1yses be-
tween the human and rabbit samples.
曹he hu鵬an pulp tissue wa箆∴COmpO露軸　○昔　とhre亀∴七〇∴童our
times as much co11agen∴aS WaS∴the rabbi七　tis測e.　The per-
Centage Of co|lagen in the human pulp increased∴with age,
Whereas, the rabbit∴sample did not demonstrate any S|gnif-
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雌堕堅婆埋迫
Collagen‘ is the most abun軸nt protein in the anima|
kingdom as we11 as in the human body. (1-4)工七f。rmS the
bulk of connective tissues′　SuCh as∴Skin′　tendons. and bone
and serves as the body’s major∴structura| component.珊is
introductory discussion wil| fami|iarize the reader with
SOme Of the more important biochemical features of co|1agen
and its biosynthesis.曹here are many∴reCent reViewl articles
available to co岬lement∴this discussion. (ト14)
The collagen molecule is∴a∴triple stranded, COiled
s亡鷺ucとure ab。庇3.○○0Ⅹ15怠. (1,5)坤哩e霞l嶺nd芝,譜。m
Prockop and Guzman (l) depict the collagen molecule′ its
COmPOnent PePtide chains∴and主上S StruCt距a| arrangement into
fibrils.窟ach of the polypeptide chains∴COntain abo庇l,00O
amino acid residues・珊e individua| chains∴are referred to
as a(-(alpha) chains. The three∴Chains∴are Similar, b櫨t
not identical.富hey are wrapped around each other in∴a
rope-1ike triple-helix fashion. (l,5) collagen is disting農
uished from most proteins which are round or globular∴in
Shape by this∴rod-1ike structure. The chains∴are bonded
七〇g合的e曽by王庇輪孤01eG櫨la質∴歳融　土弧もer鵬工程cula曽∴鑑賞OS霊寸土映s
融まきh have so恥e im曾O正負n⊂e七〇 〇畦き畦推正餐とu暗合融擁立班彊
discussed later.冒his∴rOPe細|ike _helical structure makes
the mo|ecule extremely rigid and this rigidity is partia|ly
responsible for∴the great strength of the col|agen fibers.
遷very third amino acid in each of the individual chains
is glycine (the smallest amino acid).恥erefore, the
StruCture Of each chaj-n Can be thought of as being
(gly-X-y)　(l).聴ydroxyproline′ Which is∴rarely f。und
333
in other∴animal proteins, aCC○untS for∴about 10% of the
toヒal amino acid∴content of collagen. This amino acid is
frequently found in the y-PO料tion with proline (also,
usually∴aCC○unting for∴about 10% of the amino acid∴c○ntent)
in亡he x-POSition. (See Fig. 1)冒here is also a∴Small
amount of hydroxylysine p意esent which seems to be un|que
to collagen.　Collagen contains little or none oモthe
aroma七ic∴尋m主no ac土d ,蜜uCh-aS七r油土Ophan. (う)
Fo鴫r∴genetica11y distinct types of collagen have been
identified (l・15)′ and very recentlyi PC泊Sibly a fifth type
(16-18).曹hese collagen types are specific∴as∴to their
location and are quite similar amongst species. Tableエ
gives∴a brief su血血ary of their location and also shows
亡h程土質r合speぐも土ve欽-Chain腿a培e珂p.吋pe工C○11a管en CO虹ains
七鵬土頓e龍上土cal　犠一蟻h尋王n箆濃霧批e頓と〇歳霊　儲寸は)貧nd one
出g・ l　珊e co11agen fibri|s make up the fiber.
Th程　fibrils∴are made up of microfibril
Subunits in an overlapping∴揃rangementタ
もhus∴CauSing the cross-Striation王n亡he
fibril.瞥he∴rOPe-1ike tr土ple heii灘、 Of
the molecule is depic亡ed with the amino
ac王d sequence′ W土七h 91yc土ne昂患ev程ry
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瞥見BエE∴工
P的ckop and Gu乞man (王)
genetically different oJ-Chain referred to as Cy-2.珊e
complex is written as鼠v (エ洩彊.工t∴sh。uld be n。ted
that甘ypeエand Typeエエコare found in varying proportions
in most c○mective tissues′ SO that the distributions given
here are generalities. Their basic∴mOlecular∴StruCtureS
are quite similar∴and′ yet′ they are distinct in theiヱamino
acid co庇ent and sequence・ MciTe reCent findings stIggeSt
the possibility of additiona| c○11agen types. (16-18)咄ese
mOre SO|uble c01lagen types exhibit features which indicate
they may be de正ved from basement membranes.
BエOSY前審輯瑠SエS ; ∴∵∴公的○V丑RV工臼沖
The biosynthesis of coHagen′ in fibroblasts. f01lows
the basic protein synthesis path鵬ys t虹ough the familiar
intracellular∴rOute Via messenger RNA∴to the ribosomes,
the endoplasmic∴reticu|um and Golgi apparatus. (l,3,8,10-ユ3.
19′20) Figure 3 illustrates the synthetic pathwap to the
reSulting∴CO11agen fiber. Figure 2 is∴a diagramatic
rePreSentation of the completed collagen with emphasis on
the terminal ends.∴∴There∴arel however言SeVeral features
Of collagen biosynthesis which di蹄er from the us鵬l
Pattern of protein synthesis. (i,8,|0)珊e protein is
ゴ土鷺S七 Syn亡he雲土乞ed∴as a
p工ec調r籍Or p0工ype野とide and tねen a

Fig. 3　珊e synthesis of ccl|agen is
diag工a皿ma七i鋪11y shown he鷺.
曹he synthesis of co11agen is
unusual in that several import簾撫
anも∴答七eps∴a曹e pOS七七輪n答la上土on程工
and∴some steps take place in∴the
extracellular matrix.　All these
StePS muS’ヒbe complete in ordeご
to achieve the required functio肝
al s七ren富士h・　Cro霞s-1土nk土n留　土s
an important∴step in the fQr鵬tion




nunber of postモranslational modifications take place.珊ese
POStモranslationat events・ Which are enzymaticaユIy c○ntro11e遠,
are eSSentia| to produce normaユcollagen in its final form.
Most of these steps are fa土rユy we11 underst○○d and Tableエコ
Iists∴some of these enzymes∴and the type of reaction they
Catalyze. some of these s亡eps take place intrace11ularly
and others tヨke place extracellularly.臨ydroxylation of
PrOiyl and lysyl residues′ glyc○sylation of certain of the.
hydroxylysine resi軸es′ Synthesis of interchain disu|fide
bonds and formation of the trip|e helix precursor pro-
CO11agen molecuユe occur intracel|ularly. cleavage of the
nOn輸helica| N」∴and C-terminal portions of the procollagen
molecule by∴SPeCific peptidases′　deamination of certain
lysyl residues catalyzed by lysyl oxid粥e and cross-1inking
aばe eXtraCe|ユular eYentS. (6,19)
珊e initial po|ypeptide chains which are∴aSSembled
are about 50% longer∴than the ct-Chains of c○1lagen輸輸these
are known as pro-αchains. (l上These procollagen 。hains
COntain additiona| amino acids at both ends of the molecule.
馳e collagen molecule′ referred to as壇opocollagen as∴a
Single molecule・ is pro融eed lWhen these ends∴are Cieaved
盆n由寄的S登場1土nk土n笛も急ke篭、 pl哉Ce土n亀虫e鎌七輪きelエul弼
12
Enzymes Ca!alyzing Posttrans比重onal Mo描ication§ !nyoIved














matrix. (|,6) As noted in Figure 2, the collagen molecu|e
Stil| retains∴a∴SmaH non-helical portion at both teminal
ends.曹hese non-he|ical segments′　termed　章事telopeptides霊1′
COntain lysy| derived cross-|inks∴and∴are c|eaved off by
PePSin which renders the mo|ecule more soluble. (21)
AND G瑠COS晋もA質量〇㍍こ
Before′　during・ and possiblyl Shortly after∴the alpha
Chains as違emble into a three stranded helical proc○1lagen
macromo|ecule′　hydroxyla正on of prolyl and lysyl residues
亡ake霞place　七〇　壬or孤hy庇oxypr01yl　裁n飼hydroxylysy1 ‡-eS琵恒es
respectively. (6) A|so, the glycosylation of ce3:tain
hy如oxylysyl residues∴takes place in亡racellularly. (6,i9)
恥e degree of hydroxylation and glycosylation increases
from曹ype　ェ∴to　質ype　工エ　to曹ype　工V and∴so does∴the time for
COmP|etion of these processes. (ユ2.13,23-25) The hydroxyl-
ation of proline is essential for∴亡he proper folding of the
Chains into the precise triple-helical structure that is
e鵬ential for the assembly of the co|lagen fiber. (l,22)
麟OWeVer′　PrOlyl hydrQXylases (22.26) and lysyl hydroxylase
(22, 27輸豊9) as ・鵬ll as ly霊yl茸lycosyl高ses (22膏0輸3之) require
亡he土質∴雲鴫もstra亡es∴七〇　be　土鵜　亡he un壬01d黛d　職on種he王土儀al　壬o瞥恥.
Ascorbate (Vitamin C) is∴an eSSential co-factor∴for
PrOlyl and　ユysyl hydroxylase.　Prolyl and lYSy| hydroxylas黛S
also requires iron (Fe++ ) as a cofactor.珊ere is∴SOme
evidence to suggest tha亡∴aseo曽bate requirement may be∴age
dependent, at least in ce|l cultures.　Working with∴cultures
Of W±-38　dipIoid fibroblasts derived from embryonic female
lung, Paz and Gallop (35) have shown that earlY-a融∴middie岬
p貧s霊a管e Cell昌∴appear　七〇　prOd収ce c011a9e蝿W土もh nor職尋l pr01ine
hydroxylation in　七he presence of ascorbate.　輯OWeVer, |ate
PaSSageS PrOduced col|agen which was only　80% hydr。Ⅹylate(ヨ
Whether∴aSC。rbate was present or no亡.　骨he results of their
WOrk seem to indicate that∴ascorbate actua11y had an inh葦戸
itory effect on young∴Cultures on the total amount of
COllagen prQduced, but it was needed to achieve proper
hydroxylation, Whereas wi亡h age the dependence on asc:Orbic
acid for hydroxylation dec曽eaSed gradualiy -toWards∴almost
COmP|ete independence in senescent∴cultures.
Secretion of procollagen is dependent on the proper
hydroxylation of pro|ine. which in亡urn is partially depend-
ent on a灘orbate.(36,37)　Following the secretion of the
PrOCO11ag鍋through士he cell membranel the aminc}∴and∴c班boxy
七e瞥恥王n轡l ex七e職茎ions∴高書e∴電工e貧ve患　o王手by亡蹄○　○曽∴弧O鷺e p珊ヒea鎧等登
1う
in order∴to c○nvert it∴to the tropocollagen molecule.
(See Fig. 2 & 3)甲he m0lecuies now∴form into co11agen
fibers by intemolecular∴CrOSS-1inking.
斑ydroxylation is∴anOther important∴step in the for鵬-
tion of native collagen fibers∴and a defect in this process
COuld produce a∴drama亡iG Change in the biosynthesis∴Of the
molecule.　工n order∴to understand how a∴defec七in the struc_
ture 。f collagen could g|Ve rise to a pathoIoglC State′ it
is of great importance to understand the molecule and its
COmPOSition. as∴Well as its∴structure and interactions with
Other molecules. Recently′　an inbom error was reported
that caused underhydroxy|ation of lysine resj・dues in collagen
and∴clinica11y resembled Ehler輸Daェ丁Ios Syndrome (7,19,38-42)
K輪ne et.al. (39) and Sussman e七.al. (41) concluded∴that
this∴disorder may be due to an abnormal structure o吉the
enzyme lysyl　中ydroxylase or∴to a defect in the activation




event, OCC拙rS∴POSSibly even∴a兜er∴the molecules have assembl-
e嶺　土n七〇　王土br土工嘗.(ユタ5-7,色3-鶴) Chemical∴cross-1inking lOlnS
●　　　　　　●
the trimeric mo|ecules∴to each other in the fiber. cross場
1inking is necessary to achieve greater fiber∴strength.
窟nzyma亡ic oxidative deamination′ Catalyzed by lysyl oxidase,
Of ce工もa土n ly答yl合nd hy如○Ⅹyly罵yl質e霊土軸es p鷺oduce alde車
hydes.工ntermolecular∴and intramolecular∴CroSS-1inks are
thus formed by the∴reaction of either∴two aldehydes or of
One a|dehyde and one aIrlino group on adjacent moleoules or
尋慮ゴacen七歳囲うa Ch昂土n答∴○重出e霊軸しe m01ec鴫le. (19)朗bre
C○mPlex∴Cro粥-1inkages take place between histidyl residues
and a朗it王・Onaユh軸roxylysine. (6,47)珊ese reducible cross_
linkages韓Q如ce a seri合s of pelymers of the α -Chains.
A偽書C○瓢的軸も尊e雲u旺s寵o鵬a彊Ie質O黄土鵬銘南C玩a土n霞∴蚤nd昂
矛」un土も享。m a轟mer be七閃een抽鵬e鉄工。ha土n箆, and s。 。輝.
珊ese red鵬iわle∴cross寸inks contribute to certain of the
p的挿r出e箆o王c0土工a管en′ SuCh蚤霊i七藻とhe工船al箆とab土工土とy,
鵬Ch毒ni朗1籍出合n班h′ Chem土cal鷺eac七王vi亡y′箆〇九虹l土とy (or
eXtraCtabiiity) and swelling. (6) when fQrming intermolec-
ular∴C的SS寸inks′ the trop。COllagen molecules line up in∴an
OVerlapping fashion to form∴the fibril. (See Fig. 1 & 3)




these cross寸inks’with advancing∴age・ (43)工n some∴COユIagen
types (i.e.′エ工工&工V) cystine residues (resulting from
disulfide bonds between cysteine residues in adjacent
O|chains) play∴a∴rOle in s七abilizing the helica| structure
Of the m。lecu|e. (11,14.48)珊ese interchain disulfide
bonds∴form a軋餌the pro -O(chains enter into the cisternae
o王亡he e放電c封ヨS読G re亡iculum. (1)
Defects in∴CrOSS-1inking may occur with resulting
defects in七he co11agen fibers.珊ere is∴amPle evidence to
Show∴that with Type VエEhlers-Danlos syndrome′　there is∴a
decrease in the content of hydroxylysine-derived cross-
1inks‾in∴skin and to a lesser extent in bone. (42)∴AIso
in吋pe Vエ′ it has been noted∴that there is∴a∴dramatic
decrease in the maコOr∴CrOSS-1ink in bone′ hydroxylysino-
hydroxynorleucine. (7) There are numerous forms of∴this
Syn癌o鵬with each having∴a∴Sligh亡Iy different∴def程ct in
七he c○11a管en皿01ec鴫le. (7.19)
These basic feat畦es′　many Of which are pos亡transla-









Collagen fibrils provide　亡he mat工ix on which the
hydroxyapatite crystals of bone and denモin∴are deposited.
(9,49) wo壇ing∴With the rat incisor, Butler, et. al. (5)
demonstrated∴七hat∴co11agen was the maコOr PrOtein of the
teeth, aCCOunting for　80-85% of the total weight.　Uitto
and Antiia (51) working with young rabbits, Showed that in
the pulp. collagen accounted for about 12% of the total
PrOtein in molars∴and∴about 10.3% in the incisors.　Orlowski
(52) analyzed the hydroxyproline content of the porcine and
bovine putps and found tha亡　they contained 12.7% and 16.8%
COllagen respectiveiy。
With increasing∴age. aS mentioned earlier, there appea
to be an increase in the number of cross-1inks in collagen.
thus∴COntribu亡ing to an increased∴stability and a∴decreased
SOlubi|i亡y of the molecule. (6,43,53) ∴This∴CrOSS-1inking
Wi琉advancing age, aCCOrding to Milch (53), may a|so in-
CreaSe the reLative tendency of c01lagen to mineralize.
Massler (54) stated∴that∴calcification is a∴COIrmOn∴COnSe軸






















Or a Physical trauma′　the calcifications precipitate out as
Pulp stones∴and denticles.蹄e went on to state′ tha亡Pulpal
tissues of older∴PeOPle are subjected to various∴traumas
and a diminishing blood supply一寸hey become fibrotic∴and
Show- a∴decreased rate of ce11ular∴rePair.
Schroff (55′56) demonst輪ted that with advancing∴age.
the pu]やCaVity∴VOlume decreases∴aS a reSuiヒOf continued
dentin deposition on the waユ1s. This decreased volum圭re_
Sults in a∴decreased demand for blood∴and∴a decrease in the
Ce11ular elements.蹟e also pointed out that∴the increase
in fibrous elements that occurred with ag|ng∴COuld∴simply
be the鵬sult of the∴PerSistence of玩brousのelements of the
Origina11y larger pulp. Stah|ey and Ranhey (57) studied
quanti亡y of∴col±agen as related to age in∴the human dental
Pulp・曹hey showed, a greated percentage of c○1lagen in all
Cl尋答霊土琵ca上土ons土n an七erior∴tee亡h as∴COmp紺ed七〇 pos亡e正or
teeth. (珊ey∴Classified the collagen as∴COrOnal,∴rOOt, and
bundle collagen--the bundle collagen was those collagen





Observed an increase　土n the bundle collagen in roots up to
age 39 and thereafter there was little or no change.珊ere
WaS∴a decrease in the diffuse collagen fibers between 10 and
49 years and they∴POStuiated that maybe these diffuse fibers
COntributed∴to the increase in bundle collagen.王t鵬s
theorized, from their observa七ions, that∴the inc質ease in
Pulpat c○ilagen is not∴a∴direct result of age, but rather∴a
reflection of previous irritation or∴stimulation.　A tooth"
Stimulated∴enough to produce irregular dentin wou|d also be
expected七〇 COntain more col|agen. Sayegh (58) presente(負
evidence to　即ggest∴that the odontoblasts∴are the鵬in ceiユ.
type invoIved in ‘ヒhe mechanism of reparative dentin and
denも王na工も正d留e　王or鵬も土on.
This brings to light one of∴the c○ntroversies in pulpa|
biology岬輸is fibrosis∴a∴reSult of aging? 1t has∴already been
noモed t’hat with age there is a progressive increase in large
COllagenous fibers’which result in fibrcsis of∴the pulp,
and a decrease in ground substance and also an increase in
deposits of calcified∴masses throughout∴the pulp. (59)
Bernick and∴Nedelman (59) found that one of the character軸
i霞もま鍵　きhan管鳥登in the hum細事調lp∴囲土地遷宮e i登」憩∴d豊c尊台急雲合in
野鴫重油1裁r鎚.　嘗h土等　土s　密　賢台癖由仁e雲　為　的n仁王鵡凄阜　頓epo籍主も主Q瀧O育
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occlusal dentin. calcified masses∴and dentinal apposition
at and above the area of the furca.　工n their study, al|
Pulps from dld teeth showed calcifications throughout.　The
degree of calcification varied f薯Om Small isolated masses to
extensive masses nearly 。CCuPylng the entire pulp chamber.
Å1so noted was a general decrease in the number of b|ood
VeSSels∴and nerve霞With age.
The observations of Bernick and Nedelman (59) showed
the pulps of n。n-eruPted teeth consist mainly of fine col-
1agenous fibers輸尋he reticular fibers.　Young functional
teeth were found to be similar.　Even in　亡he older pulps,
the stro珊a∴sti11 consisted of fine collagenous fibers,
Wher粥s∴the∴thick∴co11agen fiber bundles were associated
Only with blood vessels and nerves.　富he prominence of∴con-
nective tissue sheaths was further accentuated by progress-
ive∴aPPOSition of calcified masses∴aS Well as by the loss
of additional bl㊦Od vessels∴and nerve fibers.　Fibrosis
appeared to be related to the pathways of degenerated blood
vessels and nerve fibers.　Their findings basically∴agree
w土班とhOSe Of Sc虹o王王　くら5) and S亡anley and Ramey (与7).亡ha七
郎重油1轟宙的霊土s　主n 0蘭とee七h土霊調〇七七五e re昌ul七〇王c○n亡inual
for鵬tion a融∴reo轟entation of collagen fibers∴during the
23
aging∴PrOCeSS.　曹he fiber bundles in old pulps may be, in
Part, attributed∴to the persis七ence of the∴COnneCtive
tissue sheaths in∴a narrOWed pulpal chamber after vascu|ar




工n clinical endodontics. tough fibrous∴CO|1agen
bundles∴and associated calcified deposits within r0Ot
Canal systems∴Can CauSe a multitude of problems. ∴曹he
ease of proper∴Cleaning and shap|ng. and possibly even
the over-all success of treatment may be affected by
SuCh obstacles.　Ån increased basic∴knowledge of
CO|1agen in　亡he dental pulp, and its possible role in
Calcification, Should increase our effec亡iveness∴aS
Clinical endodontists.
嘗his∴study wi11 focus on some of the biochemical
aspec七S Of pulpal collagen as∴re|ated to increasing
age.　The two main parame亡ers of study wi11 be changes
in solubility (or, eXtraCtability) of pulpal collagen,





嘗he sample material in this∴Study includes∴molar pelps
fro珊, White New Zealand rabbits of two age groups; One grOuP
WaS　6　months old∴and the other　3-4 year'S Old.　Pu|ps from
human tee七h were also collected and p○○1ed from age gr。uPS
ll輸20, 21輸30, 31置40. 41-与0.う工-60, and　6土山8l.
曹he rabbits∴were sacrificed either by cervical disIo-
Cation or by∴an OVerdose of phenobarbitol. ∴Their鵬ndibies
Were remOVed irmediate|y, a11 the soft tissue was removed
and they were stored in the freezer.　The human teeth were
removed for∴reaSOnS Of periodontal invo|vement, Orthodonties,
impac亡ions or∴Simply at the election of the patient.甲hey
Were StOred fr。Zen in saline and were kept separated accord-
ing to patient and age.
珊e pulps from 374 human teeth were used in∴this stu暗.
Åpproximately two-thirds IWere POSterior teeth. Due to tlle
extreme difficulty in obtaining non-Carious∴and∴unres七Ored
teeth,∴SOme teeth with res七〇rations∴and caries were inclu飼ed
瑠OWeVer, Cariously exposed pulps were not included′　nOr
Were Pulps which did not have a macroscopICallY nOr鵬l





























































































































































































































































































































blotting the tissue between two sheets of filter.paper.
R題的○Ⅴ盆も　O貿∴PU玉露∴甲工霞SU配
富he rabbit jaws were thawed an館ke車in an ice bath.
富he inferior border of the mandibユ.e was removed with a
rongeur∴force甚主　thus expQSing the apices of∴地e molar∴teeth.
About∴20 wh0le mandibles were used from∴the∴6　month gro敬p.
珊e 01de書　留rO岬′∴Wh土ch were qu旺e d土王手土嚢ult∴七〇 〇b亡合土nl C○n議
Sisted of∴two　3　y舗ar Old rabbi・ヒS and one　4 year old rabbit′
SO With thi霊∴grOxp the maxillae were also used.　Using a
鷺O職qeur　壬orce即　七he舶Ⅹ土工l蔵王y bo陣e∴WaS∴r違mOVe包∴七〇　eX普O霊e　ヒh蜜
apices of∴the maxi|lary teeth. The ap|CeS O手∴rabbit teeth
are open, therefore, this approach gave go。d∴access∴and th亀
Pulps we賞e eaSily removed with medium and coarse bar虚ed
broaches.　Upon removal,亡he pulps∴Were immediately placed
in a petri dish with saline in an iee bath.　曹hey were
stored in saline∴in the freezer∴until used.
The human putps Were remOVed in one of two ways after
thawing. Using a high speed fissure burI∴a grOOVe WaS





This∴technic was used mainly on anterior tee七h and rela七ivel
Straight bicuspids. Molars∴and bicuspids∴with curved∴roots
Were CraCked by a∴Sharp blow from a surgical mal|eヒ.　This
resulted in goo(買　pulp exposure in both coronal and∴radicular
SegmentS.　The pu|ps we3:一e remOVed from the too亡h∴structure
and p|aced immediately in saline in an ice bath and subse-
quently stored frozen (segregated by age) until used.　虹。m
亡his∴POint on both rabbit and human pulps were treate宙　the
Same●　　ノ
珪○舶OGE㍍Å賞揚∴曾R揺曳ARA質量〇㍍ :
The　6 month rabbit pulps∴and the 11-20 year human pulps
Were homogenized∴using a Polytron PCU-110 homogenizer in
distillea lWater.曹he olderl rabbit∴and human pulp箆読ere
PrePared using∴a m。tOrized ground glass homogenizer i職dis-
tilled water.　曹he total volumes varied with the amount of
tissue availabユ.e and are shown on　題able　エ重工.
塾理堕墨蝿里圭聖堂堕こ
Protein determinations were cauried out on all samples




nitrogen is fron protein. Three o.l ml. aliquots were used
from each wh。ユe honogenate∴so that the protein deとermination
for each age group was run in triplicate. The resu|ts were
eXPressed as mg. protein per ml. whole homogenate and are
Sho海n on智岳も亀eェⅤ.
珊e calcuユations for the Kjeldahl procedure were
Carr土ed o鴫七a若手0土工ows; (da亡竜王軸3ト40 yき亀鷺01d hu棚an
Pulps wil| be鵬ed as an example)
梗・ (狐l・) o壬〇・〇与棚Cl上Blankx〇・7書m9・妬l. x6.2蜜





Blank士he Kjeldahl digestion mixture with no saxple con場
tent (0・O100 in this exampユe)
0.7 - Nbrmality of the HCI x Molecular weight of Nitrogen
はs負cons七歳哩0・05Ⅹ14=0.7
6・2う士he∴ave輪管e軸e土n co哩n登16%彊哩n′哩e昔or合




































































































































































































































































珊e collagen content of the homogenates∴and of the
fractiQnS知om each extraction proce餌re was determined by
measur ng the hydroxyproline content of the saxple′　aSSuming
tha亡∴all the hydroxyproline is∴from collagen. An aliquot
Of each (according to Tableエエコ) was hydr01yzed in 6.O N斑Cl
in the∴following manner: 2 ml. of 6.O N HCI were add箆d to
each dry sample, and∴doub|e the volume of 12.O N鼠CI was
added to whole homogenate samples to yield 6.O N鱒C|.∴曹he
tubes were evaouated and sealed under vacuum and七hen hydro調
Iyzed at |10Oc for 20 hours.蹄ydrolysis under vacuum, in
the absence∴Of oxygen′　PreVentS the formation of methionine
Sulfoxide lWhich∴co-mlgrateS With hydroxyproline on the
amino∴aCid analyzer・ The hydrolysates were then∴tak鍋∴to
dryness and龍dissoIved in O-01 N HCl and analyzed for∴their
amino acid∴content on∴a Beckman l19 C.L∴Amino Acid analyzer′
equipped wi七h a Mode1 126 data system.富he cQntent Of each
amino acid in the sample is expressed as nanam01s per ml.
From this∴data∴we calculated the hydroxyproline content of
the particular semple, the∴reSidues of the amino acids
PreSent Per l,000　residues.七he cQllagen content∴穏nd∴the
r高士土○ ○f嚢011急告鍋とO　地合　七〇七論l昔ぽ〇七e土n.子、、　　言、
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甲he c尋lc鴫la亡ions used　蚤re a霊　壬0110WS; (d尋と尋　音質bm
3l輸40 year old human pu|ps wiil be used∴as∴an example)
蛙亜∠亜○○ Res土dues ;
1st:∴∴summarize∴total nm01es of amino acids.　Divide into
l,0○○　もo∴de工ive conve鷺箆土on　壬尋c七〇鷺
2nd: ∴multiply∴number of nm0les∴of each residue times the
CO櫨Ve書罵土0工1壬預c丈Or∴七〇　管e七　reSidues / 1′0○○
4314.59　nm　=　七Otal nmoIs c)f amino acids in the whole
homogenate from amino acid analyzer
350.54　nm =∴total nm01s of hy(三池oxyproline in whole
hOm09ena七e　壬ro鳳amino ac土d analy乙er
l,000÷　4314。う9　= .23貫、8 (conver罵土on　王a嚢もOr)
.23工、8 x　350.54∴=i 81.3　Therefore, for every l,000　amino
acj凋　resi(∃ues, 81.3　are hydroxyp尊Oline.　Using
the same factor, .2318　one can similarly cal-
Culate the remaining∴amino acid residues in
terms of residues / l,000　residues.
35O.54 nm hy香南oxyproline in whole homogenate from amino
顎c土d an尋ly髭e工
350.54∴nm∴= .35l um OH-Pro/ml. of　5　ml. dilution for∴the
萎n尋ly髭er
.鴇1 Ⅹ　う　塞1.76∴u膜石工. 0王wh01e ho皿o管enaと亀　u箆ed l ml.




assuming 10% of the amino acids in co‡lagen
are OH-Pro, and∴assuming　亡hat∴the average
m01ecular we土管h七　〇壬　亡he a鵬土no　碧c土d霞　土n∴C01細
工a曾en　王s　9ユタ　もhen;
1.76 x 10 x 9l　= 1601.6　ug Collagen/ml. or l.60 mg.
Co11agen/ml. of homogenate
l.60 Ⅹ 10 =ユ6.O蘭留. C01./10 ml. (七〇七al) hom09ena七e
Percen量る e of collaqen in whole homocTenate aS∴COm
曲軸:
1.60 mg. C011agen布l. (from above)
3.02 mg. pro七ein布l. (from Kjeldahl calculations)
1.60÷ 3.02 Ⅹ 100こ53.0% C011a9en土n hom09鍋証e
轡red∴七〇
Percen亡a e reCC) 聖真書臆書聖ヰ里芋馳」朝地)塞
17.6　um O駐-Pro for 10 ml. homogenate (as∴above)
15.8　um曹Otal O鱒置Pro recovered from extraction procedures
1与.8÷ 17.6 Ⅹ 100 = 89.8%recove質y
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CO轟轟AG藍的　圏X甲RÅC質量〇㍍　PROC瑠DUR圏S ;
All co11agen extraction procedures were carried out∴at
40c.珊e ex庇ac七土on p工oced畦e主登dep土c亡ed on a軋ow∴Cha正
(Fig. 4). An aユiquot of each whole homogenate, aCCOrding
to　髄ble　工工エWaS Centrifuged (Sorva11 RC-5　Superspeed
Refrigerated Centrifuge) a七15,000 R割曲for　20 minutes.曹he
firs七∴super競a亡ants∴were tested for∴any hydroxyproline con-
tent.　The∴Pellet was∴resuapended in　|O mi∴of l.O M NaCi
and extracted手鎚24 hours∴at 4Oc (in the cold room) on∴a
Stir plate.　Following the extraction periodタ　もhe samples
Were Centrifuged at 15,000　RPM for　20 minutes. Ail f哩ther
extrac亡ions were carried out in the same manner.　The
SuPernatantS　舘om∴all the extraction steps were treated∴as
follows:珊ey were diaユーyZed against 6 1iters of disti揖e嶺
Wa七er fo鷺　48　hou弼in　七he c01d∴r○○鵬On a∴霞七土質　p工尋もe.　A亡
least　4 changes of∴the dialysis water were made.　The
dialy宕ed　登時e質n頚阜an七w貧s then lyoph土工i乞ed fo鷺　48 ‡lOurS O瓢
a virtis mo頓el 10-104-LD IJyOPhilizer equipped with a Virtis
Uni農もrap lO-100. The lyophilized sample was∴Weighed a融an
al土即〇七・海嶺室∴we土管hed for hydr01ys土s∴and a腿主no ac轟貧鵬lys土導,



































































































































































































































































































The pellet from the NaCl extraction was resuspended in
lO ml. of O.5 ‘N acetic∴aCid and extracted fQr∴48　hours. The
SamPle鵬s then spun down and the sup亀rna亡ant∴was∴diaiyzed′
1y印虹l土乙ed∴綱飼∴al土qu〇七s we質e wei管hed手or hydr0工y雲土s∴昔o工
amino∴aCid analysis and for SDS acrylamide gel electro-
Phoresis. ∴The pe|1et was∴reSuSPendeくヨin 10 ml. of O.5 N
acetic acid containing∴PePSin (appifOXimately i:5O pepsin:
PrOtein ratio) (Sigma, tWO times∴CryStaエ1ized) for∴furthe尊・
e灘とraction. After　24 hours′　the p常WaS brought to　9.O with
lO N臨O蹟in order∴亡O StOP the action of pepsin.　工t was
then∴Centri壬uged in the manner described.
曹he∴SuPerna七ant.was treated as before子and the pe11et
Wa雲　re箆鴫Sp貧握ded in lO　職工. 0王　O.5　㍍“ ace七ic∴験き土d and ex土質aC土合d
壬or ah負ddi上土o鵬1包8 hours.鼠0110Win留も虹s ex土工轡c七ionやer-
iod′　the samp|e wa登∴SPun down and the supernatan亡∴亡reated
as∴descぽibed and this final pellet ・was lyophilized for
48 hours′　then weighed and an aliquot taken for∴amino acid





electr。Phoresis was∴Carried out according to the method of
Webber∴and Osborne. (61)　For∴the procedure, We uSed a
Buchler Disc Gel常1ectrophoresis z坤ParatuS equipped wi亡h
a #3-10i4 A power∴SuPPly. For those samples which∴sufficien
mate正a|鵬s∴aVailable′　the samples were prepared in
approximate amounts of l mg・ PrOtein to　| ml. of sample
mix.　曹he gels were run with lOO ul。 Or 150　u|. of each
Sar呼|e and∴the s亡andar〔∃s were run with　40　ul. each.　A
rat tail tendon co|lagen and pepsin standard were used for
al| but the ll-20 year∴SamPle--for∴this∴a Calf skin collagen




To test for∴POSSible losses of collagen resulting
from degradation∴and dialysis,亡he following∴SamPles were
COmPared for hydroxyproline content:
l.　Whole or|g|nal homogenate.
2.　Supernatant from whole homogenate.
3.　Whole homogenate dialyzed for∴48　hours.




甘he虹man pulp samples∴at Various∴ageS Were Subjected
to a D船assay鵬ing the method∴as described by Burton.蒔2)
曹his∴technic i霊　based on a∴COIorimetric∴reaCtion of some
COmPOnent Of de。Xyribonucleic∴aCid with diphenylamine in
a mixture of acetic∴and suユfuric acids.　The exact nature
o王the coIoピed compounds formed in the∴reaction is not
understood.　腎he absorbances∴Were read on a Beckman
Spectrophotometer′　Mode1 24′　and the results are expressed
as u管.勘船/抑留.軍ば〇七ein.
尊王S曹〇五〇語Y急
Some representative tee亡h were pr合pared for histo-
logical examination.曹hey were fixed in a 10% buffered
formalin s0lution for∴aと　|east two weeks.　曹he teeth were
慮ecalcified in a l:l s。1ution of formic∴acid and lO%　佃y
Weight) sodium citrate for at least two weeks.珊e solution
WaS Changed once a∴Week.　Sections were cut at 6 microns




鵬croscop工Cally′　七he rabbit pulps did not appear
fibrous′　and did not exhibit any noticeable calcified
maSSeS.工n∴COnt艶St′　the human pulps appeared very fibrous,
COntained∴calci吉ied deposits∴and∴showed much less∴tendency
to dissocia.ヒ∈ into individua|　fibers than did the　描bbit
Pulps.ェn a朗ition′　the human tissue became noticeably
more fibro中毒With advancing∴age.盈venヒhe younger p追ps
Were恥uCh more fibrous∴aPPearing than the rabbit puユps.
AIso′ in contrast to the rabbit pu|ps′　the human pulps
Were generally more rigid and would main亡ain theiヱ　Shape
after removal from the tooth. ∴曹his characteristic increas-
ed with age亡O the point where some of the older specimens
Were aCtua|1y rigid・珊e fibrous qualiとy ofヒhe human pulp
tissue was also demonstrated∴when attempting to putl the
tissue from an unbroken segment of a∴rOOt.
The two youngest groups of human pulps∴genera11y did
not demonstrate any macroscopic calcified.masse$.　斑OWeVer,
With increasing∴頚geI they were more cormon and increasingly
PrOminent.　The masses varied from∴Small isolated∴deposits
tQ deposits∴totaliy fi11ing the entire pulp chambe鷺.　Even
抽合la精留e　鵬S蜜e登W亀尊台　霊哩蜜○舶点e頓附旺h a∴士h土n laye曽　0貴‡蝕工手
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tissue.骨he o|der∴and very rigid pulps, Were at七imes,





Using∴a∴micro-Kjeldahl procedure, aS∴described by
Baiユantine (6(汚. the nitrogen content of the s辛mPle was
measured∴and the protein content was∴Calculated.　曹he results
Can be seen on∴曹able　エV.　The calcu|ations used are shown
in∴the lMaterials∴and Methods.曹he Kjeldehl procedure is
actualiy a me党議ure Of∴the∴total nitr。gen∴C○ntent Of亡he
SamPle tested-∴∴Since the tissue weights vary in each sample
(曹ableエエコ主　one must correct∴the values obtained by a
di1ution factor∴七〇 aCCOunt for∴to亡al tissue weights in∴order
to make any comparisons.　曹hese values∴are uSed to calculate
七he percentage of col|agen in each sample as seen on Table V.
瓦的工的O　ÅeエD　Å聡も甘S工S .ね的D CO重電AG圏的　DE曹ERMエ駅A骨工〇㍍Sさ
富he amino acid analysis of all samples are expressed∴in
residues/l,000 resi農ues and shown on Tables V工and V工工場　The
hydroxyproline∴COntent rangeS from a low of 64.O residues/
l′000　residues∴in∴th合1工20 yea鷺∴Ol患age group and inc艶ases




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































珊ere∴does not appear∴to be any significant change in the
rabbit tissue samples. Assuming all the hydroxyproline is
from collagen, there is∴an inく荘eaSe in the proportion of
COllagen in the human pulp tissue with age.　ェn contrast
七〇　七五台　珊bb土も　pulp　仁王ss櫨e,七he hu狐嶺n　モissue∴de腿ons七r急とes a
much greater proportion of collagen.　Figure　5 i調書ustrates
a∴relatively increasing hydroxyproline content of the
human pulp tissue with age, and compares it to the rabbit
七土ssue.
曹Otal collagen content of the various samples∴Can be
expressed using two parameters as baseline values.　First.
the c01lagen con土釜nt may be based on the total protein
COntent aS∴determined from the amino acid analysis. ∴This
Value probably accura七ely and speci壬ica11y reflec亡S∴the
亡Otal pr。tein conten七　Of the sample.　Another∴CO則mOnly
accept程飼　baseline value is total nitrogen of the samp|e
as determined by七he Kjeldahl procedure.難OWeVer. this
Value飾ay incユ.ude nitrogen from metab01ic∴PO○1s other than
p鷺〇七e主n,壬o鷺in霊と預n寄e. am土no s哩arS　患nd n膿cle○亡土des.
Us土龍管　七五台　da亡a　王ro甑音亡he a調土no ac王d　高説1ysis.亡he


























































































































































































































































































































































































Vエコ.　Assuming that∴all　亡he hydroxyproline in the samples
is from c011agen, and that the final insoluble fraction
from the extraction procedures (Tabies X調Ⅹ工工工) is relative-
1y∴P蝿e C011agen,∴an aVerage Of the hydr。XyPrO|ine residues
Per l.OOO residues∴Can be calculated for the human samples
to be 107　an(雲　for∴the rabbit∴samples∴to be　97.　Using these
figures and∴the amino acid analysis of the whole homoge鵬-
ates, One Can nOW Calculate the percentage of c011agen in
the varic潤s samples.　This is displayed in Table V工工工.　壬生
is suggested from this data that there is an increase in
the percentage of collagen in the human dental pulp∴With
increasing∴age, from a low of 59.8% in the yo晒gest (il-2O
year o|d) sampl合∴t0 80.i% in the oldest (6l-81 years oldi.
AlthQugh there is∴also a very slight increase in the per-
Centage Of coll頚gen in the o|der rabbit prlp tissue, it is
most likely t0O∴Sma11 to be s|gnificant.麗OWeVer, it∴should
be∴nOted∴th裁t∴the rabbit samples are s|gnificantly lower
than the human samples.
圏xpressing　七he percentage of collagen on a Kjeldahl
nitr。gen basis may be misleading due∴to nitrogen from
Othe尊　metabolic pooIs. ∴The data presented on∴甘abie V is



























(Average of residues O蹟細Pro/l,000　residues
from relatively pure pe11ets from final
ex七racとions. )
Number of residues of O斑-Pro in whoie hom-
09en轡とe ÷嶺ve瞥a9e O王O麗調Pro re箆土dues/ユタ0○○
residues from relatively∴Pur合i COllagen in
組n轡l pe1工賃七島∴Ⅹ 100 ‡ % c○11叩en.
与4
there seems to be a∴Slight upward trend in the human samples.
in the percentage of c。llagen in the} Pulp from the younges亡
(45%) to the oldest (55.6%主　the fluctuation between age
groups makes it∴difficult∴to ascribe any slgnificance to
this∴trend.　The two rabbit age groups gave similar∴PerCent-
ages of coilagen (12.3%) and (11.5%) and were again signif-
icantly lower∴than the human samples.
C〇五恥G鰹的　宙X嘗RAC電工○珊S :
‾‾‾‾　　一　書　臆臆二　臆臆　臆音　　_二　　　　　　　言　　　‾　　　　　　　÷‾‾　二‾　臆臆二　　　二臆臆　臆　臆臆臆臆二‾　　∵　∴　音二臆臆臆書
中he results of the various extraction procedures∴Can
be seen on Table　工Ⅹ in terms of percent∴c01lagen solubilized
With　土he various extraction steps.　工n genera|, 1ittl合or
no col|agen鵬はヨ　ーSOlubilized by l M NaCl and only relativeiy
Small amounts were seen in the first acetic∴aCid extrac亡ion.
瞥he major∴POr.ヒion of　亡he collagen solubilized was in the
PePSin soluble frac亡ion.　Only smaH amounts were solubiliz-
ed by the second∴acetic acid extraction.　A relatively
|arge amount of insoluble co|lagen was left in the final
pe土工e七s.
Fol16wing each extraction step, Centrifugation of the
埜amPle produced∴a∴relatively consistent∴solid pellet.櫨OW-






























































































































































































































































































Pellet.曹he bottom most portion was∴Similar in c○nsistency
to the others∴and above i七WaS a CIoudy jelly-|ike layeゴ.
This layer was no亡　SeParated from the lower, denser∴POrtion
by modera吐e (hand) shaking nor by∴Pipetting off the super-
natan七.　曹his　|ayer was proportionately larger and more
noticeable in　亡he younger tissue and progressively less in
the older tissue.　エt might be suggested∴that this∴rePre-
SentS∴a fraction of “partially solubilized一’ collagen or
PrO七ein.　A∴separate analysis of this por亡ion was not
Carr土ed ou七.
重ooking at the extraction data as a function of age,
(Table　工Ⅹ). the∴SOlubility of the pulpal c○11agen decrease誌
With increasing∴age.　Pepsin s01ubilized the greatest per-
Centage Of human∴CO11agen from出e 11-20 age group (55.7%主
and the least with the　51-60　age group (20.4%) wi七h a
Slight∴reversal wi亡h the　6l輸81 year∴SamPle.　曹he percentage
Of insoluble c01lagen increased with age from a low of
35.4% with the ll-20 year∴Sarやle, tO a high of　74.4% with
the 5l-60 year sample, and again a s旺ght reversal with
the 61輸81 year sample.　Pepsin treatment of the rabbit
tissues extracted∴slightly greater∴amoun七S Of c。11agen and
lef亡∴a∴篭同電工ler　土ns01uble　手蔓濃C仁王o職　土n　七h亀　01der∴歳耽i恥竜王霊.
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The NaCl and acetic acid extractions removed only very
small amounts of c01lagen, and∴did no亡　appear∴to vary
Significantly∴With age.
Looking at∴the pepsin extraction and the ins01融ele
fraction in terms of∴residues∴Per l.000　residues. the data
shows relatively∴Pure COllagen in al| the inso|uble pe11ets.
(Tab|es X,Ⅹ工,Ⅹ工ェ,Ⅹ重工工)　甲he pepsin soluble materia| prob強
ably does not∴represent plire COllagen. Comparable analyses
are shown on Table X工V for rat tai|　tendon. calf skin, and
rabb土も∴昌k土n c011a9en.
塾壁　PO王道鎚壁塑堕遡韮埋農G地理髄C骨RO珊OR臼紙S :
Åcrylamide gels were餌n on sa劃嘩)1es in which there
wa箆∴Sufficient material available after∴taking an aliquot
fc清hydrolysis∴and amino acid analYSis. Thらgels∴are
pictured in Fig距eS 6-18. Fig耽e 6 is labled・ aS∴an∴eX-
amp|e, depicting the bands on th台∴gel: αl. α2, p.γ
and pepsin standard・ The gels demonstrate no soluble
collagen from the NaCl extractions′　but other non-CO11agen-
ous NaCI soluble c。mPC’nentS∴are seen′　and very littユ・e Or nO
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































5-　Second Acetic Acid Extraction
6.班na| Pellet thsol融e Fraction)
The collagen bands αl・ α2, l apdy








































































l. Rat Ta土l曹endon collagen and Papsin
2.　Pepsin Extrac:tion
3. Second Acetic∴Acid Extraction




1・ R尋も軸‥endon c011a曾en and時sin
2. 3-4 Yr. Rabbit pepsin政t朗ction
3・ 2ト30壇軸man peps土n取亡ra〇七土on













































3・ First Acetic Acid Extraction
4.　Pepsin Ex亡rac亡ion
5・ Sec○nd Acetic Acid Extraction






|. Ra七Tail曹endon Co11agen and Pepsin
2.　First Acetic Acid Extraction
3.　Pepsin Extraction
4.　Second Acetic Acid Extraction






/ |. Rat Tail曹endon Collagen and Pepsin
2.　Pepsin　鰹ⅩtraCtion
3.　Sec○nd Ace土工c Ac土d Ex土工ac上土on
で・ Final Pe|let (工nsoluble Fraction)
、ヽ音 1ヽヽへ、ヽ .‾・
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鼠土9. 18 61-8l 嬰U朗A討配Ⅹ骨RぬC電工〇㍍
1. Rat曹ail　曹endon Collagen and∴Pepsin
2.　尊王rs亡Ace土工c　Åc王d Ex亡rac仁王on
3.　Pepsin Extraction
4.　Final Pellet (工nsoluble Fraction)
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demonstrate many pther∴Substances of lesser molecular
高eigh亡∴than collagen. whereas the insoluble fractions∴dem-
OnStrate re|a七土velyl Pure COllagen hands.　恥is i答in agree細
ment witb臆the da七a∴from∴the amino acid analysis of the
Pepstn solubユe and∴the insol融le fractions　担ables　質Ⅹ-Ⅹェエ).
甲OR　曾OSSェB遭駐　轟OSS題S O『　eO重工AG圏的:
The distilled water∴uSed　雪or the homoge蘭at’e WaS∴とested
to 」Show∴that there was no soluble∴COllagen lost in the
答upe量na七霞n亡　a壬セ程工∴ごen七葺ifu管主縄管.　Å1患○,モhe質e ・Wa答∴n0 10SS
attributed∴to dialyzing∴a∴Sarxple of whole homogenate against
dis亡illed water∴When compared to samples of whole homogen-
aモes with no diaiysis.　曹his indicates∴thaヒ∴there was no
degradation of collagen in七O Sma11 dialyzable fragments
du尊王n9」とhe ex七r猿c亡ion proぐ金飼ures.
D㍍A∴ÅS SA甘さ
The DぶA, analysis w弓S∴Carried out on human samples and
the resul亡S∴are i11損Strated on figure 19。 ∴曹he DNA level in
守he ll録之0 yea曽　鋪調Ple is rela上土v亀ly lo心上and inc質eases∴七〇 a




DNA∴analysis af human pulp tissue. The
DNA content of亡he human pulp七issne
appears to increase to a high point in
the 4l-5O year old sample and∴then C吐op
Sharply to the oldest sample. This may
represen亡　a maintenance of the cellu|ar
COxpOnentS Of亡he pu|p while the pulp
SPaCe and extracel|ular pro亡ein∴C:axpOn-
ents∴are decreasing, thus glVlng∴a∴relative
D船　ゴ・n轍eaSe. A王とeど∴亡hi雲∴亭O土n七,七he
Ce11ular∴COmPOnentS may also decrease.






Pulps froml the 6 month old rabbits (Fig. 2Q) appear
Very Ce|1ular.軸ere is no particularly notic輔ble∴壬ibrous
tissue nor does∴the即lp∴aPPear Very VaSCular.珊e prom場
inent odontob|astic∴Ce|1 layer is present.
エn contrast. the cellularity of the human pulp tissue.
even at the younger ages′　WaS∴Significantly less∴than the
輪bbit∴tissue.曹he human tissue was∴generally more fibrotic
and this increased with age (虹g. 2l,22,23上　エn‘all the
human specimens, blood vessels∴Can be seen associated with
thick bundles of fibrous tissue・曹he fibrosis appears to
¥increase wi七h age and the vascularity decr程aSeS. Comparing
拒gure 21 from an ll year old with Figure 22　from a　40 year
Old, One Can See blood vessels∴aSSOCiated∴with fibrous
tissue running perpendicular∴亡O the odontoblas士ic∴Cel|
|ayer′　Whereas′ in亡he older specimen′　eXamining a similar
area, Only bundles of fibrous tissue can be seen.
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鴎g. 20　6 Month Old Rabbit Pulp. uOOx)
Note the very cellular∴aPPeara鵬e and
PrOminent odontoblast layer　細d上∴AIso.
七here土嚢no prom土nen七va罵c血程でi壇.
甲i管・ 2豊11 ye亀意Old鞘胴an B土e鵬や土d
(袖ale) (1○○Ⅹ)
曹here i笠no上土ceably les警醒1エロl頚r土もy
than the young rabbi亡(Fig. 21) and,
also more prominent bl0Od vessel幾(bv主
The appearance is generally more fib-




甘王宮・ 22く　40 yea重　01d鱒u鵬n B土c譲等p土d
(鵬1e-) (1○○Ⅹ)
There is∴nOticeabユyユess∴Cellularity
and a more fibrous∴aPPearanCe than
the younger human specimen (Fig. 22).
曹he vascu|arity is∴aSSOCiated with
more prominent f土brous bundles.
Fig. 23　22 Year Old Human Erupted
富hird M。lar (Female) (100x)
冒hi¥S is a good example of neurovascular






















































































































































































曹he data presented here sugges亡S∴that there is∴an
increase in the pe葺一Centage Of co11agen in the human denta|
Pulp with age　押able Vエ王ェ).　one cannot∴te11 from our∴data
Whether this increase in∴COllagen is∴Simply due to a∴general
軸crease in pu|pel area ‘While maintaining the collagen
already presenモ′　Or∴to an increase in co11ngen synthesis,
Or∴POSSibly to b〇七h　壬act。rs.　珊ese findings are consistent
With　亡he histochemical studies∴Qf Zerlotti (63). in which
he∴demonstrated an increase in the collagen content of the
Pulp an飼　a decrease of　亡he ground subsヒance with age.
Schroff (55,鷺主　Stanley∴and Ranney (57) a融Bernick and
Nedelman (59) a11 agree that increased pulpal fibrosis with
ag9 is′　aとIeast in∴Part′　due to the persistence of pre車
Viously f。rmed∴古ibr。鵬∴ヒissue in a narrowing pulp chamber
W土もh d土m土n土s玩土n留　るmOun七S Of vascul重曹∴尋n嶺∴ne鴫輪工　もiss鴫e.
曲輸盟逗垣哩蛙蛙聖迫二重二斐塗:
The∴SOlubility o王　the human pulpal collagen∴decreased
W土七五綴留e.胆able　工Ⅹ主, ∴曹he a鳳oun七　〇壬c011agen答0lu拒l土乞ed
W土と玩　工郎ト的忘CI w嶺S∴載龍1y a　壇ace aモ　モhe耶○箆七　and only
暑l土管h土工y腿o瞥e音棚霊　eX七重嶺cヒed w土とh O.与　的’aきe出き∴aCid,七h鵬
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indicating ‘that there is only a minu七e amount of l雷acid and
Salt∴soluble雷l co|1agen present.珊ese results∴罷e in agree-
ment with those of Banfie|d (65) and Zerlotti (63主　The
inso|uble col.|agen in the older艶bbits∴顎ecreasedI although
the number of samp|es is probably not∴sufficien七∴to
establish a∴trend.　Sユ.avkin and Bavetta (64) demonstrated
marked increases in insoluble collagen in developing tooth
germs in rabbits from 20 days of gestation to five days
POStnatal.　Our　繭ta, from much more mature animals, SuggeStS
that∴the percentages of pu|pal co11agen remains∴relatively
COnStant∴after∴the early developmental period and is consid-
erably lower than one finds in the human putps (曹able V工王工).
///
⊆量皇室早-ユ王n来i臆畢旦∴±哩聖二曲;
エt has heen postulated that∴an increase in c茸OSS輸1ink　-
ing of cQllagen is∴a∴Characteristic of aging (4,43,53,66).
Borns亡ein (43) suggests one of the simplest∴experiments∴to
SuPPOrt∴this is the demonstration that∴the ex士朗c亡abili亡y
Of soluble collagen from tissues decreases with age.　The
data presented here is∴COnSistent with the stated postulate.
Ze賞1ot七.纏3) also arrived∴at∴the∴Sa珊e∴COnCl鵬ion如e to a
decrease in the chemical reactivity with age.∴曹he reactive
99
9rO哩雲(主.e‥　⊂機頚膜王競0 9rO岬S Of ly箆yl and hyd鷺oxylys担
residues, glycol an破∴軸cleophilic∴grOuPS Of carbohydrates)
are invoIved in the increase観∴cross車1inking a融　し‡nable to
rea〇七　〇七血e質W土釜e.
距;
MacroscopICal|y, We found∴ca|cified deposits in
Virtually al|　the pulps from o|d teeth.　珊e degree of
Calcification varied fro職. Small isolated masses∴to　拙o瞥e
extenst・Ve maSSeS OCCuPying the entire p鴫lp chamber.骨hese
Observatibns　摘e in∴a申eement With those of∴駐emick and
Nedelman (59主　拙e data presented from the amino acid
患nalys土s (曹頚わユes V貴岳的Ⅴェエ工) c○n吉土工m, a∴de嚢re程Sed霊01競わ土工i亡営
Of human即|p班colユagen withノage.曹herefore′　the presen七
deta sugg鯛tS　亡hat the∴COllagen in the human pulp is beccm-
ing more∴cross寸i穐ked and condensed with age, and∴tha七・ this
may∴Play∴a∴rOle in the increasing number of calcified
deposits∴found in aging pulp tissue as∴S櫨ggeS七ed by Milch
(53上　工f this∴SuggeS亡ion of increased∴cross-1inking of
CO工la管en蚤s∴a∴COn出土bu七土ng　王ac七〇r∴七〇　calci王icaヒion∴C嶺n be
Verifi合d, these∴findings may have∴C|inical significance in
e瀧くヨedon上土GS.
1○○
An exposed pulp wi|l increase its∴CO土工agen synthesis
rate∴and calcium hydroxide即lp capping wi|1 increase the
露y畦h合箆土s∴ev鍋舌畦上h合質(67).卿土比O e七.∴al. (67)電工筈o demon-
箆も鷺a七e窮∴亡h昂も∴七he∴a‡や1ica上土on 〇百91鴫○○co瞥七宝c○土鰯雲　七〇七玩e
exPOSed puip crause a∴decrease in the collagen synthesis
rate. Since there is∴an inc績eaSe in亡he tendency towards
Pulpal ca|cification with age′ i七COuld be suggested that
Pulp capp|ng Older∴teeth with calcium hy龍oxide would not.
be advised.鵬ing this procedure on younger∴teeth might
also hav台the adverse effect of producing more cdllagen and
亡hus∴CauSing the younger pulp to now react∴as∴an oider one.
掛e final resi軸e see鵬±o be∴relativ連出」聖蝿旦;
P印sin∴S01ubilized the greatest∴amounts o手collagen as
ill鵬trated in蛾ble工Ⅹ′ however′　many Other∴Subs。ヒances
Wer怠also solu拒i zed in the same procedure.曹he SDS poIY-
acrylamide gels of the pepsin extractions (Fig. 9) illus-
trate this point weユl`.珊ere are definite collagen ban頓s,
but also much other lower molecular lWeight, Substances. The
analysis Qf∴this fraction (Tab|es X-Ⅹ重工エ) also is not typi鍋l
Of pure (ニOllagen.蹟OWeVer, the insoluble resi軸e d主d gi鵬
an∴analYSis∴COnSis七ent with pure collagen in both the rabbit
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and human semples (曹ables X-Ⅹエコ工). Glycine accounts∴fo曹
about one-third of the total resid膿es′　and hydroxyproline
(by itself accounts for∴about lO% of the total residues) and
PrOユine together∴aC∞untS∴for approximately one-foufth of
the tota| residres. G|utamic∴acid∴contributes approximately
70-75, reSidues/l,OOO residues.珊e analysis of the insol重
uble residues∴Can be∴C○mPared to the analysis on曹able X工V
Of∴rat tail tend。n′　Calf skin and rabbit s瓦in co11agen.
Whi|e pep轟n solubilizes a high percentage of the
COlユagen in the human pulpal tissue′　Other∴PrOteins∴are
alふ⊃ SOlubilized by亡his enzyme, aS∴s亡ated above.珊is is
a∴standard m合thod for∴SOlubilizing∴COl|agen. The collagen
SOlubilized′ Which is not∴denatured′　COuld then be purified
and∴the na亡ive fibrils∴reCOnStituted and characterized.
For many tissues′亡his is∴the only壬raction used for∴the
Characteriza七ion of亡he co11agen present in∴that particular
tissue.　曹his may be misleading, Since in some instances,
as much as　75-8O% of the co11agen, aS∴We11 as other protein箪
remains insoluble・櫨OWeVer′　Of particular interest inヒhe
























































































electrophoresis (Fig. 11).　曹herefore, if one uses the
accepted methods for∴Purifying the soltlbilized∴co11agen,
土上土s po雲s土ble∴七〇 have七wo即re ○○11尋官舎舶紅o鵬I虹狐毒n即1即
the s0luble and‾‾ins0luble fractions.　骨his would allow
totai collagen characterization.　曹his∴COuld be done
Similarly for∴the rabbi七Pu|p tissue.
貫t Should also be pointed out that∴since the pellets
remaini敦g after∴aCetic∴aCid and pepsin extractions∴analyz5
as pure collagen′　the actual amino acid composition is
now available.珊e hydroxyproline conte庇∴of collagens
from various∴SOurCeS∴and species range from 9-13%, and
usually one assumes∴a∴Certain percent wh鍋∴Calculating the
COllagen con亡ent in a particular∴tissue.　エf the actual
hydroxyproline c○mposition of collagen毒せom a paェticular
SOurCe is known′　One need on|y use that value when calcul-
ating the c01lagen content of that∴tissue。　Table V工工工
uses∴the information derived from our data to calculate
the collagen content of pulp tissue of varylng∴ageS.
●
壁土連王室旦上里亭主:
Definitely identifying the col|agen type兜om th程箆e
analyses is not possible.龍owever. the data presented
104
are consistent with　亡he suggestion亡hat∴七he insoluble
C○11a管亀n王t霞p首e如mi鵬庇1y畢p合エ・腎淵e ‡工工亀繭量V c011a9en
COntain cysteine. There froes not appear to he any cysteine
in these ana壇ses拒ebles X-Ⅹ‡雛主∴技OWeVer, One might
expect七O find some f申pe重工王∴and工V co11agen in the younger
Puips due to more prom点し鵬nt VaSCularity. AIs。′ TypeエV
COllag偉さ//WOu|d have more hydroxylysyl residues and the
hyC吐oxyprolyl residues would be∴Only three to four times
as great.　Once again, this is not∴the case with this data.
曹ype工CO|1agen may have fourteen or fifteen times as many
residues of hYdroxyproline as hydroxyiysine.冒he hydroxy-
p貫o旺ne七〇 hy軸○Ⅹ担y霊土ne輪とios　土恥∴亡he霊e sa哩)1es i班隻∴abo庇
11記・ Type鱒CO|1agen is found on|y in c穏rtilage. There-
fore, i亡might溝e stlggeSted tha亡　the inso|蘭ole fraction of
both human and rabbit putp t王ssue is predominently Type工
き011a管en.
窒董藍
工t has been suggested by other∴authors (5l. 64) tha.t
輪bむi七群皿ps are c○鵬parable七〇 hu鳳尋n即lps and七ha七七hey
Shouid be o書great value in endodon轟c studies.　since
輪的主上と繕亀もh hav篤諒de open鷺〇〇七apice答少　もhey would be鯵宣
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questionable value in actually being∴uSed with any clinical
technics.珊e rabbit pulp is much more cel|ular　拒ig. 20)
昂ndユe薄雲王ib的鴫雲∴出るn虹皿an即lp亡土嚢餌e (撃土管. 2ユタ22,23〉.
The human pulp tissue consists of almost three　土O four
times∴aS muCh coユIagen as∴dQeS rabわit即封y tissue′∴and亡his
increases with age in the human and appears∴亡O Stay rela」
tive|y¥¥七he∴Same in the rabbit.曹he human pulp co11agen
averages 107　residues∴Of hydroxyproline/l,000 residues and
ぬe輪bbit∴averages only 97 residues of hydroxypr01ine/l,000
residues. Bomstein and Nesse (68) have shown that rabbit
Skin collagen be類rS a StrOng∴reSemblance to human∴COllagen
in over-ali amino acid composition and∴chain st董uCture.
A11 collagens∴are∴eSSentially similar, but it is∴Smaii
di錐erences∴amOngSt them that result in their different
PrCやerties (1). considering the data presented, the貰e are
Significant diffe鵬nces in the rabbit and human puip and
the c○1lagen therein.富hese differences might affect
experimental results and′　亡herefore′　misinterpretation.
哩迫哩;
Although there was∴a∴Slight∴reversaエof the∴solubility
Of the hu鵬n colingen in the 6l-81 year∴grOuP, lWe∴Should
工06
not∴at七ach much significance to this at this time.　嘗he
SamPle size was∴quite∴small (abo庇∴39.O mg. wet weight) ,
and the sma|1est experimental餅ror∴CO畠d have a signif-
土can亡　e壬壬ec七　〇n　もhe　王土機轡l r亀選uユ七.
些堕二臆」醒;
The DNA assay was performed in order∴to get an idea
Of the changlng∴Ce11ularity of the aging human pulp.
Fig.1:9‘‘)曹hisi also might have given us an idea of anoヒher
nitrogen pool that∴could have affected∴the Kjeldahユ. results.
エnterpretation of the data is∴nOt∴clea互・ PossiblyI With Ei
decreasing∴Pulpal area, SOme PrOtein components of the
Pulp (i.e。′ in the ground substance) are∴decreas王.ng, While
亡he odo虹Oもla雲とs∴意蘭d　〇七her∴磐e皿ul尋工　co腿ponen亡霊　are膜ain-
七ained∴till approximately∴age　50, then there is a greater
dec士ease in the cellulari亡y. PossiblY, after this∴POint,
the odontoblasts and possibly other ce11ular components
(i.e., endothelial cells from blood vessels) become non-





Collagen from dental pulps from rabbit∴and human
tissue was∴Studied∴as a function of age.珊e軸o para-
腿e士ers∴COnS土de質ed we貴台∴七he　箆01追b土工土七営①吾　もねe c0土工a習合輝and
the percentage of coユ.iagen as∴COmPared to　珊e total protein.
曾epsin solubili愛ed th合　greates七'　amOunt Of the soluble
C011a管en aS海e土工　as　〇七he工　s鴫b昌もa鵬e箸.　曹h程　a恥ino　義cid
analyses of the remaining insoluble∴堵eSidue WaS∴consistent
Wi七h that of pure collagen and the data∴suggests∴that it
may be predominen出y甲ype　ェ　COllagen.
エn the human samp|es,七he solubiiity decreased∴with
age from a high of　55.7% in the ll-20　year old grcup to a
low of　20。4%王鵬　もhe　与1-60　yea工　01d　写匡○櫨p.　珊e　曽abb土も
S尋m宙le答　de狐on畠出雲とed∴歳n　土nc質ea霊ed∴雲0lub土工主もy o芋∴coll嶺9en
七〇　pep霊in　重工o皿も心e　6　鳳on七h 01d　官尊O鴫野七〇　七h食　3嶋4 year 01d
9rOup O壬　27.4%七〇　37.垂% resp程c上土vely.
The percentage of co11agen as∴COmPared to total
PrOtein increases wi亡h age in the human samples fr。m
59.8% in the 11-20 year old group to　80.1% in the　61-81
year oid group. The high co11agen content of the human
t土s箆ue　土s　土n霞ha坤con七輪s亡∴七〇∴七he low合r value霊(24.0%
and　26.6%) in the rabbit pulp tis霊ue.
曹丸亀hu鵬n即Ip室∴鵬C的的Op土cally, W金蛇∴王土bro鵬　土n
109
七ex亡u質e a調(ヨ　aやpea輪nce, and　亡h土箆was more prono鴫n⊂ed w主上h
在ge.　The older human pulps all containe嶺　calcified
deposits of varylng amO蝿tS.　エn∴COntraSt. the rabbit pulp
tissue did not appear∴fibrous and∴顎id not contain any
Calcified masses.　曹here were no macroscopIC Changes in
the　輪bbit pulps of∴the different age groups studied.
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